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Contextual remarks regarding my work on TAHE 
 
As the Committee might appreciate, my work for the NSW Government on the Transport Asset 
Holding Entity was personally impactful and life-defining, in ways I could not have anticipated.  
 
Senior NSW Treasury officers, KPMG’s CEO and its leadership engaged in contemplations 
about control of public rail assets that ranged from the foolhardy, to the outright dangerous. 
 
Only some 20 years ago, NSW abandoned TAHE-like structures in public rail, because of the 
tragic and avoidable deaths in the Glenbrook and Waterfall rail accidents.  
 
The NSW Auditor General has already testified and published on KPMG’s loss of professional 
independence and involvement in the unprecedented obstruction of her annual review of the 
state’s finances.  
 
The Parliament should acknowledge those Transport officials who withstood substantial 
pressure within government to ensure Cabinet received honest advice which detailed the true 
costs and (very) real safety risks introduced by the TAHE policy.  
 
Despite the high personal impacts and professional costs, I am proud of the small part I played 
supporting good public servants to maintain safety in public rail services and integrity in public 
administration.  
 
Finally, I thank the chairs and members of the PAC and PAWC inquiries for your decency during 
my appearances before you. 
 
Faithfully,  
 
Brendan Lyon 

Submission regarding new evidence of Mr Pratt’s undisclosed 
relationships with KPMG 
 

1. In response to questions by the Chair on 5 September, I note with interest that KPMG has 
disclosed that the former Treasury Secretary Mike Pratt AM was an employee of that firm.  

2. The relevant excerpt of their submission is provided below.  

 
Source: KPMG answers to supplementary questions, PAWC, 2023.  
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3. Mr Pratt’s prior employment at KPMG has not previously been disclosed; is not on his publicly 

available profiles or CV; and was not common knowledge within KPMG, Transport for NSW, 
Treasury or the NSW public sector.  

4. KPMG’s answer presents Mr Pratt as ‘contractor’ working on a short-term project.  
5. Contemporary media reports instead describe Mr Pratt as holding senior business 

development roles for KPMG, including that:   

‘[Mike Pratt]…guided the business development strategy for KPMG in Australia.’2  

Asian Banking & Finance, https://asianbankingandfinance.net/retail-
banking/people/michael-pratt-appointed-standard-chartered-board 

 

 

 
2 : Asian Banking & Finance, https://asianbankingandfinance.net/retail-banking/people/michael-pratt-
appointed-standard-chartered-board access date 16 October 2023 
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6. Mr Pratt’s tenure as a senior NSW public servant correlate strongly with KPMG’s rapid rise in 
fortune, to become the largest consultant to NSW taxpayers.  

7. For illustrative example, the chart below shows NSW Treasury’s total consultant expenditure 
in the last full year of Mr Pratt’s tenure. 

8. The red column is the expenditure on KPMG in that year, while the blue columns are all other 
consultants.  

Figure 1: NSW Treasury expenditure, all consultants, FY21

 

Source: NSW e-tender data, accessed 6 February 2022. 

9. I also recall calls for papers during the Legislative Council’s inquiry into iCare revealed Mr Pratt 
issued KPMG a special waiver to avoid State procurement rules and processes, something of 
a ‘green light’ to bill the taxpayer beyond normal process.  

10. KPMG has been the majority supplier to NSW Treasury during Mr Pratt’s tenure with much of 
that work untendered.  

11. KPMG also became a dominant supplier to iCare during Mr Pratt’s tenure as the deputy chair 
and later, as the proxy shareholder; also with much of that work undisclosed and untendered.   

12. It is also relevant to note that Ms Heather Watson who led KPMG’s advice to the NSW Treasury 
on TAHE has left KPMG this year, to work directly for Mr Pratt in the private sector.  
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Figure 2: Mike Pratt now directly employs Ms Heather Watson, ex KPMG.

 

  

Was there a pattern of misconduct between KPMG and Mr Pratt?  
13. With the passage of time, it is interesting to reflect on striking similarities between the TAHE 

and iCare scandals. 
a. TAHE and iCare were both the responsibility of Mr Pratt; 
b. KPMG authored reports later revealed to have hidden major costs;  
c. KPMG was paid millions and many millions more in other untendered contracts from 

those entities and NSW Treasury.  
14. Mr McDougall KC found in his independent review of KPMG and iCare that:  
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Source: McDougall, R, iCare and State Insurance and Care Governance Act 2015 Independent Review, 30 April 2021. 

15. While Mr Pratt and KPMG provided (at times, ferocious) testimony of their independence of 
one another, this is not being borne out by either evidence or observed reality.  

16. With the context of time, I observe a pattern where KPMG issues work that hides Mr Pratt’s 
failures, in return for preferential treatment in government contracts.  

Recommendations:  
17. I submit the Public Accountability Committee should require the attendance of KPMG’s CEO 

Mr Andrew Yates and KPMG International Partner Mr James Hunter, to explain themselves.  
18. I submit that the Public Accountability Committee require former NSW Treasury Secretary 

Mike Pratt AM and his employee Ms Heather Watson, to appear and explain themselves.  
19. If the Inquiry finds evidence of contempt or other wrongdoing, I submit that: 

a. KPMG should be subject to financial penalties and excluded from NSW Government 
work for a suitable period.  

b. The Committee would also be at liberty to request Government House reconsider Mr 
Pratt’s membership of the Order of Australia; should you consider consequences 
appropriate.  

20. Finally, I request this this response is published to answer the false evidence by KPMG and 
others, over the past two years.  
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Supplementary question on notice: my response. 
21. The Committee’s sole supplementary question on notice asks:  

“A number of pieces of evidence provided by you at our hearing was in 
contradiction to evidence provided by KPMG on 5 September 2023.  

“What is your response to the evidence presented by KPMG on 5 September 2023?”  

Supplementary question, Public Accountability and Works Committee, 
Legislative Council, 2023 

22. In response I submit that:  
a. KPMG’s evidence of 5 September was deliberately and knowingly false and perjurious. 
b. KPMG’s Head of Government Paul Low, CEO Andrew Yates and senior leadership have 

misled the NSW Parliament, in each stage of investigation into TAHE.  
c. KPMG’s flawed advice and deliberate ethical and professional misconduct risked 

passenger rail safety and resulted in taxpayer valuation losses exceeding $20 billion. 
d. Even more seriously, TAHE reveals KPMG’s leadership complicit in unprecedented 

obstruction of the NSW Auditor General to hide those losses; almost resulting in the 
State failing audit.  

23. I further submit that:  
a. Mr Low perjured himself because honesty would confirm the deliberate wrongdoing 

of CEO Andrew Yates and much of KPMG’s leadership 
b. Honest admissions would also expose Mr Low’s own failure and lack of courage to 

‘call out’ clear and repeated misconduct at the most senior levels.  
c. It is relevant to your inquiry that Mr Yates and Mr Low demonstrated their willingness 

and comfort to lie under oath during their Senate testimony of 27 September 2023.  
d. This footage alone suggests KPMG’s assurance of strong ethical leadership should be 

treated with scepticism. 
e. As with my earlier submission, I submit that Mr Yates and KPMG International Partner 

James Hunter ought be compelled to appear and explain the firm’s continuing 
contempt of NSW taxpayers and the Parliament of NSW.  

Structure of my evidence in response: 
24. To avoid a lengthy (and hence, boring) repudiation of various slights and negative allusions in 

evidence by Mr Low, I have instead sought to distil the material areas of divergence relevant 
to your inquiry, which I consider are:  

a. I was not sacked from KPMG but left voluntarily with KPMG’s ‘support’. 
b. KPMG has sophisticated whistle-blowing systems and protections, leading to a 

strong ‘call it out’ culture. 
c. Mr Low did not see anything unethical.  
d. Mr Low did not see evidence of my ill-treatment.  
e. Mr Low and KPMG offered me appropriate ‘care’ at all times.  

25. In the sections which follow I provided irrefutable documentary evidence shows that: 
f. I was sacked in direct reprisal for refusing to falsify my results.  
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g. I was repeatedly disciplined, ostracised and ultimately dismissed for reporting 
unethical behaviour by KPMG’s CEO and senior leadership.  

h. Mr Low was (very) aware of the improper state of affairs within KPMG.  
i. Mr Low witnessed repeated and accelerating mobbing and bullying but did nothing 

to either report or stop that treatment.  
j. KPMG had no regard for my wellbeing and even cynically excluded liability for harm 

in my (forced) exit deed from the firm.  
26. The attached documentary evidence shows such compelling repudiation of KPMG’s false 

evidence that I have elected not to provide a narration beyond the contextual headings for 
each document.  

27. I trust this detailed response continues to assist the Committee in its important work restoring 
integrity in the selection and use of consultants by the NSW Government.  
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Supplementary question on notice: documentary evidence 
 

Evidence 17 July 2020: text discussion reporting safety risks of KPMG’s advice by Ms 
Watson is ‘100 per cent pre waterfall. People would go to gaol if was brought in’.  
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Evidence 27 July 2020: text discussion where Paul Low acknowledges the ill-treatment 
by Ms Watson, expresses ‘professional’ concern but most worried about ‘personal 
impacts’; has ‘no sense of how this will unfold yet i.e., where Heather…and Andrew 
Yates have gotten today’; but did not report or act.   
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Evidence 26 August 2020: Mr Low informs me incoming CEO Andrew Yates is ‘getting 
his head around things’ and will be ‘important for any tail on this one’ given internal 
conflicts.  
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Evidence 13 September 2020: David Linke agreeing to set up an introduction to 
outgoing CEO Gary Wingrove – now KPMG International COO – that meeting did not 
occur, and I first met Mr Wingrove at my dismissal meeting.   
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Evidence 13 September 2020: email to NSW Treasury Secretary Mike Pratt and TAHE 
Chair Bruce Morgan over criminal safety accountabilities; ask directly that 
unprofessional attacks by Treasury and TAHE staff cease. 
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Evidence 15 September 2020: Text informing Paul Low an intention to email outgoing 
CEO Gary Wingrove to report that KPMG is a ‘pathetic organisation with pathetic 
controls and pathetic leadership’; Mr Low asks me not to report it.  
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Evidence 15 September 2020: Paul Low acknowledges bullying and observes CEO 
Andrew Yates needs to ‘stiffen up’, to stop it.  
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Evidence 16 September 2020: David Linke emails Paul Low advising TfNSW – my client- 
reject NSW Treasury & James Hunter attempting to control findings of my report.  
 

 

Evidence 16 October 2020: Correspondence to David Linke & Paul Low where I forceast 
vexatious complaints from Ms Watson & Mr Hunter in retaliation of my forthcoming 
TAHE findings.  
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Evidence 16 September 2020: Email to KPMG CEO Andrew Yates, James Hunter and 
leadership reveals scale of KPMG/Treasury errors on budget.  
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Evidence 16 September 2020: James Hunter cancels KPMG’s scheduled conflict 
oversight meeting after seeing scale of budget error; says to get ‘greater clarity’ about 
arrangements inside government – note Mr Hunter’s email footer identifying himself 
as a NSW Treasury official; presumably with knowledge of Mr Pratt.  
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Evidence 11 October 2020: Revelation James Hunter’s ‘greater clarity’ is an email from 
him advising Treasury and Transport for NSW that I am no longer leading my work on 
TAHE.  
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Evidence 10 October 2020: Paul Low reports David Linke & David Heathcote ‘holding 
the line’ not allowing Treasury insist on changes to my work (contradicting Mr Yates 
later false evidence my work was free of interference).  
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Evidence 14 October 2020: Paul Low and David Linke discuss the ‘difficult cicumstances’ 
and ‘intense scruity’ applied to me and my team. 
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Evidence October 2020: Evidence to the inquiry from Andrew Yates to the TAHE 
inquiry confirms he accepted the directly conflicing work in October 2020, after the 
massive budget impact was shared with Mr Yates, Mr Hunter and Ms Watson.  

 

Source: Andrew Yates evidence to the PAC inquiry; appended at Evidence 28 February 2022, below and at 

https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/lcdocs/other/16762/KPMG%20Australia%20response%20submission%20TAHE.pdf access date 17 October 2023. 
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Evidence 31 October 2020: Paul Low advises he’s direclty contacted Mr Yates who had 
assured Ms Watson’s report would remain draft until any conflicts were resolved. Mr 
Yates advised me a few days later Ms Watson’s report was issued as a final; and would 
not be changed.  
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New Evidence 4 November 2020: On learning of Ms Watson’s secret and directly 
conflicting work agreed by Mr Yates I make a formal, internal whistleblowing report of 
corruption and  conflict to ethics partner Joel Lucas and Paul Low.   
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Evidence 5 November 2020: Formal report of the various direct conflicts in the secret 
work commissioned from Ms Watson in October 2020 and accepted by Mr Yates and 
KPMG’s senior leadership at a secret meeting of KPMG’s conflict oversight committee.  
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New Evidence 5 November 2020: My formal internal whistleblowing report of 
unethical behaviour, bullying and reprisals ethics Partner Christine Wilcox.  
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Evidence 6 November 2020: I formally report CEO Andrew Yates overruling the 
clarification demanded by TfNSW of Ms Watson’s directly conflicting and undisclosed 
work for Treasury.  
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Evidence 6 November 2020: David Linke reviews Ms Watson’s scope and reports a 
direct, unreconcilable conflict to the General Counsel Louise Capon – Mr questions 
how Ms Watson can assert the accounting estimates in the budget are reasonable, 
when my detailed model shows they are not. The resulting internal conflict review 
found there was ‘no conflict’ and the work was ‘reasonable’.  
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Evidence 6 November 2020: Louise Capon responds to my formal report of conflict, 
corruption and consequential bullying and reprisals against me – advises Jeff Cook will 
investigate.  
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Evidence 8 November 2020: Email to my team and Mr Low discussing bullying and bad 
treatment by KPMG and Treasury personnel.  
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Evidence 8 November 2020: Email from Paul Low acknowledges the ‘challenging’ 
internal and external pressures applied 
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Evidence 19 November 2020: Treasury Deputy Secretary San Midha instructs me to 
change my now final advice, copies in KPMG leadership.  

 

 

Evidence 19 November 2020:  Treasury Secretary Mike Pratt AM emails six minutes 
later, copying in KPMG’s leadership and also demanding I change my report findings.  
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Evidence 19 November 2020:  My email repsonse two minutes later, advising Mr Pratt 
that ‘I am sick of being bullied by you’. 

 

Evidence 19 November 2020 Mr Pratt’s response nine minutes later, instructing KPMG 
leadership ‘I expect you to take action’ against me.  
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Evidence 20 November 2020: My formal report to Mr Low about the content of my 
call to Mr Pratt the evening prior.  
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Evidence 25 November 2020 text to Mr Low advising of Mr Yates and Mr Pratt banning 
me from working in reprisal for my report being lodged with Cabinet.  
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Evidence 2 December 2020: Jeff Cook writes to advise no evidence of misconduct or 
corruption; General Counsel advises I should not make a corruption report ICAC; does 
not act on bullying allegations instead invites me to ring Ben Lawler if worried.  
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Evidence 11 March 2021: Ben Lawler writes to me, advising KPMG are investigating a 
conduct complaint by NSW Treasury Secretary Mike Pratt, for my refusal to 
(improperly) alter my results, as per Mr Pratt’s demand.   
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Evidence 24 March 2021: Jeff Cook issues two more conduct warnings, includes one 
for failing to undertake KPMG’s ‘we do what is right: acting with integrity training’. 
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Evidence 26 March 2021: email to my lawyer Rebekah Giles discussing Mr Low’s 
explicit knowledge and stated view of the unfairness of the reprisals over TAHE 
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Evidence 29 March 2021: My letter to KPMG requesting disciplinary processes are 
paused until I return from leave for my wedding.   
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New Evidence 29 March 2021: Letter advising me of new investigation over allegations 
I bullied Ms Watson by raising questions of ethics and professionalism; Kate Gatti 
declines request to delay disciplinary action until after my wedding.  
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New Evidence 23 April 2021: I return from my wedding and email CEO Andrew Yates 
requesting he remove the prohibition on my professional work agreed with Mr Pratt 
in November in consequence of the finalisation of my report.  
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New Evidence 28 May 2021 email to my lawyers regarding my dismissal and KPMG’s 
cynical insistence on removing liability for any impacts of their bullying. 
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Evidence 20 January 2022: NSW Parliament publishes my detailed, evidenced 162-
page answer on notice detailing wrongdoing by Mr Yates and KPMG’s senior 
leadership; and Mr Pratt and senior NSW Treasury officers.  
 

Appended HERE due to its length.  
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Evidence 14 February 2022 letter KPMG General Counsel Louise Capon ‘condemns in 
the strongest terms’ Parliament’s publication of evidence; demands Parliament 
‘improve’ practices; attempts to refer Inquiry to privileges committee for sanction.   
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Evidence 28 February 2022: CEO Andrew Yates ‘firmly rejects’ bullying and misconduct 
saying Yates, Hunter, Watson & KPMG leadership ‘all performed the roles expected of 
them at KPMG’.  
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Question on notice: my response 
 

67. The sole question I took on notice was:  

The CHAIR: Have you ever seen any accounting firm or any of these big four give 
policy or campaign advice during an election campaign? 

BRENDAN LYON: I'm certainly aware that they attach personnel to political 
oppositions over time. I would take it on notice but definitely I'm aware. I don't if 
KPMG does. I'm aware another firm had done that. Let me just take it on notice 
and I'll just refresh my recollections. 

68. I have not seen any Big Four firm give policy or campaign advice during an election campaign 
and am thus not able to assist the Committee in that regard.  




